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THE PHYSICIAN A POPULAR EDUCATOR.1

THE ANNUAL DISCOURSE BEFORE THE MASSACHU-
SETTS MEDICAL SOCIETY, JUNE 11, 1884.

BY JOHN CROWELL, M. D., OF HAVERHILL.

Said Hippocrates, two thousand years ago, " a dry
soil is essential to health." Yet Professor Chandler
declares that not one house in a hundred in New York
has a properly constructed cellar, which, he contends,
explains the large proportion of deaths from consump-
tion, and the prevalence of rheumatism in that metrop-
olis. Sewer connections are usually made with tile
drains, which are rarely tight, and hence they seri-
ously pollute the soil. These cellars are crowdetl
with all kinds of domestic rubbish, and often we find
open water-closets for the servants in close proximity
to the air box which feeds the heating apparatus.
How many refrigerators have their drip-pipes con-
nected directly with the house-drain ! How often are
cisterns and water-tanks exposed to like pollution !
How often are the spaces behind the wood-work of
basins, sinks, and other fixtures foul with dampness,
mould, aud the accumulation of filth ! All the lead-
ing cities of the country are guilty of the grossest neg-
lect in the simplest details of domestic draiuage aud
sanitary appliance. We hear the same reports from
Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Chicago, and San Francisco.
In our own metropolis of Boston these defects are

painfully apparent. Recent reports assure us that
many fine residences in the Back Bay region are defi-
cient in sanitary safeguards. Hundreds of houses are
built upon piles iu made ground. In the process of
settling, which may continue for years, the drains be-
come dislocated, and this permits sewage to saturate
the foundation and sub-soil. " I have known," writes
a standard authority,2 "seventy-eight cart-loads of
earth polluted iu this way to be taken from under a

building in the city of Boston." Official reports tell
us that of three hundred and fifty-one houses examined
in Boston in 1878 fifty-five per cent, of the drains
were imperfect.
In Chicago, out of seventy-five houses where diph-

theria occurred, only four were found in a sanitary
condition ; and iu St. Louis, Health Officer Moore re-

ported, iu 1879, that there was probably not a single
house with perfect drainage, while in a vast majority
every sanitary rule was violated.
Not long since a successful business man invited his

family physician to visit and inspect his new dwelling-
house built on the outskirts of a suburban city. The
house was a " Queen Anne cottage," of the most ap-
proved pattern, picturesque in quaint gables and odd
porches, and rich in the glow of color from tinted wall
aud painted glass. The band of the artist was every-
where apparent, aud each adornment suggested a home
of retiuement aud taste. After admiring all these ele-
ments of beauty, the medical friend was practical
enough to inquire as to the disposal of sewage and the
appliances for ventilation and heating. The owner of
this " gem of a cottage " was quite oblivious on these
points. Tliey had been left to the plumber aud the
mason, with no personal or official oversight. It was

1 Continued from page 50.
2 Charles F. Wiugate. Unsanitary Houses of „the Rich, North

American Review, August, 1883.
10

found, upon examination, that the house sewage flowed
directly into a cess-pool situated in close vicinity to the
house, aud unprotected by any trap. The water-clos-
ets were supplied by pipes coming from the cistern
containing the water used for culinary purposes, and
the cellar was damp from the defective drainage of the
clay bottom ; and neither bath-room nor water-closet
had any adequate means of ventilation. The satisfied
owner was appalled when told that his beautiful home
contained the germs of disease aud death, aud the good
physician only regretted that his unwelcome detection
had not been more timely.

How invaluable may be the suggestions and advice
of the members of this Society in the location and the
construction of dwellings, school-houses, and factories.
In a large factory in a neighboring city iu this State
the water-closets furnished for the operatives on each
floor were unprotected by traps, and, as there was uo
official inspection of the building, the fact was un-
known to the owner of the establishment until an epi-
demic among the operatives directed the attention of
the resident physiciaus to the sanitary condition of the
premises.

Since the passage of the Act of 1877, authorizingthe establishment of local Boards of Health in the
larger towns of the Commonwealth, there has beeu a
marked improvement in those localities that have
availed themselves of the wise provisions of the statute.
And physicians have rendered a noble work of self-
sacrifice in organizing such boards and consenting to
remain in official position until a good working system
could be secured.
But many of our communities have not yet estab-

lished such boards, and the smaller towns cannot have
the advantages of a complete organization. It is here
that the physician cau render most efficient work bypersonal instruction to his neighbors iu feasible meth-
ods of water supply, in local drainage, in household
cleanliness, and in those minor sanitary details which
pertain to the order and the decencies of life.
To what kind of places do we send our patients in

the summer months for the tonic influences of the
blessed air from mountain or sea ? Are we careful to
inspect the premises and acquaint ourselves with the
sanitary conditions of these resorts ? How often are
they deficient in the simplest rules of cleanliness, with
privy, pig-sty, aud well in convenient proximity to
each other, while frequently, especially in the farm-
houses, the dark and uuventilated cellars are reeking
with the odors of decaying cabbage leaves and mustycider barrels. At a favorite sea-side resort, last sum-
mer, typhoid fever made its appearance iu one of the
" cottages," when it was found that the victims had
beeu drinking water from a well percolated and poi-
soned by sewage from a defective drain-pipe.
Typhoid dysentery often appears at the old farm-

houses to which we send invalids, and we find too late
the stagnant pools of sink water and the damp and fil-
thy cellar. These vicious conditions will be remedied
when we lift up the warning voice and declare that no
patronage shall be given to any resort, however popu-lar, that does not comply with the wholesome aud sim-
ple rules of sanitary science.

Is the question, " What do we eat," too trivial to
arrest the atteutiou of the physician ? The people of
New England are far behind the rest of the civilized
world in the practical accomplishments of the culiuary
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art. In the bustle and hurry of our busy population
but little attention has been given to the sanitary con-
ditions of cooking, and there is much of truth in the
assertion that a Freuch cook will make a nutritious
dinner from the remnants of food that we consign to
the waste barrel. How rarely do we find good bread,
even in families where there is abundance of provis-
ions. How fondly do we cling to the conventional pie
and doughnut, as if they were chief among the inal-
ienable rights inherited from the fathers. We smile at
the astonished Frenchman who exclaimed, " What a

people, a hundred religions and only one gravy ! "
And yet is there not a sound philosophical principle
involved in this ejaculation so far as the gravy is con-
cerned ? Most of our methods of cooking seem con-
trived to destroy rather than to conserve the nutritious
elements of the animal fibre, the albumen, the gelatine,
and the fibrine. We have much to learn, not only from
the French, but also from the Scandinavians, as to the
methods of preparing food that shall be palatable, nu-
tritious, and easily digestible.
When that intelligent observer, M. Taine, was vis-

iting England, and inquiring into the methods of do-
mestic life, he asked his host, " How do you cook veg-
etables in England?" "Cook them!" was the aston-
ished reply, " why we boil them, how else should we
cook them ? "
In this connection there is an important class of the

community demanding our attention. I refer to the
laborers aud operatives in our large towns, who labor
ou the public works and in the factories. Many of
these hard-working people are in the habit of " carry-
ing their dinner," which is of course eaten cold, and the
contents of these little tin pails and baskets are richer
in their variety than in nutrition. No wonder that we
have been called a race of dyspeptics. He will be a
benefactor to his generation, as well as " put money in
his purse," who will devise a simple method of soup
distribution among the operatives who depend upon
this cheerless method of dining. With large tin cans,
transported on hand-carts, hot soup could easily be dis-
tributed by dexterous hands among the shops and fac-
tories, and for a few cents a comforting and sustaining
meal could thus be furnished.
How often do we trace the sallow, attenuated look,

the languid eye, and the feeble, inelastic step of many
who seek our advice to the lack of proper food at the
proper time ! How frequently are we obliged to at-
tribute the complicated train of female diseases to the
miserable methods of living in cheap boarding-houses,
combined with the constant demands of manual la-
bor !
We need more of chemistry as applied to cooking.

The public must be instructed in simple methods of
preparing food, so that the nutritious elements will be
retained ; and what better service can the practical
chemist render than to prepare a convenient hand-book
for popular use containing plain directions upon this
vital subject? The philanthropist would substantially
advance such benevolent work by offering a prize for
the best treatise on practical cooking for general dis-
tribution among cooks of every grade, from the elab-
orate culiuary establishments of the homes of wealth,
from the fashionable saloon, hotel, and eating-house,
down to the humble kitchen of the frugal housewife.
What kind of places do many of our business men

occupy as offices, where they make the money spent in

the elegant houses where dwell the pets and the idols of
home? Too often these counting houses aud offices
are found in dark, narrow streets, and located iu a
basement, full of the stifling odors from ill-ventilated
warerooms and cellars. Here are found clerks work-
ing by gas-light in mid-day, and the result is seen in the
sunken eye andsthe sallow look and the shrunken mus-
cle. Many such places exist in this goodly city, and
the laws of mercy cry out for the protection of those
who are forced to occupy them.

In the Conduct of the Sick Room the services of the
physician as teacher are of the first importance. It is
here where ignorance will reign supremely, and with
fatal sway, unless the firm and intelligent hand of au-
thority interferes in behalf of the helpless aud patient
sufferers. In the furnishing of the room, in the dis-
position of air and sunlight and artificial heat ; in mat-
ters of cleanliness in the clothing and in the necessary
appurtenances, and above all iu the nursing, the vigi-
lant eye and the guiding genius of the medical attendant
are among the essential elements in the successful treat-
ment of disease.
In private practice as well as in hospitals the physi-

cian should seek to have the furnishing of the sick
room very simple, with as little of drapery and heavy
carpeting as possible, aud he should endeavor to secure
ventilation and a proper adjustment of light by such
contrivance as his ingenuity can suggest. The popu-
lar prejudice against air and sunlight has not yet faded
from the face of the earth, aud often the attendant
will exclude both of these vital elements, as if they
were the cause rather than the antidote of disease. In
the regulation of artificial heat a good thermometer in
the sick room is all important, and its registration
should be insisted upon by the physician, and his stand-
ard of cleanliness iu the care of the clothing and the
vessels of the room should be often held up as a
guide, and, if needful, as a terror, to the presiding
genius.
It must be confessed that the average nurse, as found

in our country towns and villages, is not the ideal
guardian angel of camps and of hospitals, whose fairyshadow, as she flits along the corridors, falls like a
benediction upon the helpless sufferers. The country
physician has to deal with different material, and often-
times his greatest embarrassment in the treatment of
disease arises from the ignorance or duplicity of the
nurse. In the larger towns and cities, and especially
iu the metropolis, this difficulty has beeu effectually
met and overcome by the traiuing of nurses in the hos-
pitals, and a noble army of helpers is now in the pro-
cess of this discipline, whose intelligent labors will add
to the success of medical treatment wherever they are
available.

But in the towns where hospitals do not exist the
trained nurse is almost unknown, except in the most
highly favored families. This vital want can be effect-
ually met by the physicians of any given locality in
the establishment of normal classes for the instruction
of all women desiring the office of nurse, the physi-
cians acting as teachers, under a system simple aud
elastic in its operation. Iu these classes instruction
should be given in those essential duties of the sick
room which ought to come within the province of every
attendant deserving the name of nurse. The basis of
such instruction and its practical working are most ad-
mirably and succinctly set forth by Professor Jacobi in
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an address delivered a year ago before the Mt. Sinai
Training School for Nurses.1 He says : —

" May I tell you what a good trained nurse may teach, and
can teach ? How to recognize a fever, how to compare the
local temperatures of the several parts of the body, and how
to equalize them ; she knows that ever so many feeble children
might have been saved if but the feet and legs had not been
allowed to get cold ; how to bathe, when, and when to stop ;
how to regulate the position of the head,

—

I remember quite
well the case of inflammatory delirium which would always
be relieved by propping up the bead,

—

how to treat intelli-
gently an attack of fainting ; how to render cow's milk di-
gestible by repeated boiling, or lime-water, or table-salt, or
farinaceous admixtures; how to feed in case of diarrhoea;
how to refuse food in case of vomiting; how to apply and
when to remove cold to the head ;. how to ventilate a room

. without draught; and a thousand other things. She will also
use her knowledge and influence in weaning the public of nos-

trums, concerning which hardly anything is known except what
you have to pay for the promises of the label. She will break
the public of the indiscriminate use of quinia, with its dangers
possibly for lite ; cure you of the tendency of making the di-
agnosis of malaria the scapegoat of every unfinished or impos-
sible diagnosis; she will teach you that the frequent and reck-
less domestic use of chlorate of potassium leads to many a case
of ailment, to chronic poisoning, possibly in the shape of Bright's
disease, or to acute poisoning, with unavoidable death. These
are but very few of the things she can do, and but a little of the
knowledge she cannot but distribute."

We might add to this enumeration the ability to
meet the many emergencies incident to the sick room.
How to arrest a post-partum haemorrhage, how to tie
the umbilical cord, how to assist in administering
antesthetics in puerperal convulsions, and, above all,
how to prepare the nourishment ordered by the physi-
cian.
Ask the ordinary nurse how she makes that popular

decoction known as beef tea, or how she prepares the
artificial food that many infants are doomed to feed
upon, and we shall find a lack of method and uniform-
ity almost ludicrous. Here is where the training hand
of the physician should be felt, and by actual object-
teaching should he give the necessary instruction.
In those families where the limitations of poverty

forbid the luxury of a nurse the physician can do a

timely service by the enforcement of a few simple
rules for the relief of the suffering patient, and often-
times he can introduce a system of attendance easily
comprehended and followed. But what shall he do
when he is confronted by the abodes of

" Poverty, hunger, and dirt " ?

—

the haunts of idleness, shiftlessness, and drunken-
ness ; where the wretched offspring of disease and
crime huddle together iu the helplessness of want ! It
is here that he must assume the part of the philanthro-
pist, and stoop down, and with pitying hands minister
to God's suffering poor.
And can he not do more than this ? Can he not, by

his influence among the more favored classes, assist in
the establishment of a system of ministration that shall
result in lilting up these wretched sons of want, so
that the coming generation, at least, can have some ap-
preciation of the decencies of industry and of cleanli-
ness. It is a noble part of the ministry peculiar to
our profession to be able to inspire hope, and confi-
dence, and an honest industry among the descendants
of families that for generations have sat iu the " dark
by-places," with no aspiration and no purpose. And
in this way something effectual can be accomplished

1 Address delivered at the first commencement of the Mount Si-
nai Training School for Nurses, May 12, 1883. By Abraham Ja-
cob!,1 M. D.

towards arresting the frightful mortality among the
children of the poor.
A noble army of women is doing a benevolent work

in relieving the immediate wants of these poor sufferers.
But in the broader and more radical work of instituting
a system of distribution that shall look to a reformation,
the physician, by his intimate knowledge of the causes
of poverty and suffering, must act an important part
as adviser and educator. To him, in a special sense,
belongs the duty of suggesting to charitable bodies
plans of operation that shall secure those practical re-
sults so essential to the substantial success of free and
generous giving.

The Ethics of this Society, in their relation to a cer-
tain class of medical practitioners, are grossly misap-
prehended by the public. People can readily under-
stand why we can have no affiliation with the vulgar
charlatan or the arrant quack, but they do not as easily
comprehend our attitude towards another class, com-

posed largely of men of culture and high social position ;
men who, perhaps, were educated in the same schools
and colleges, and who seem in all respects to be peers
with the Fellows of this honored Society. Represent-
atives of other professions have not been slow in their
strictures, and we have been charged with bigotry,
narrowness, and jealousy because of our position in this
relation.

Much of this criticism arises from the ignorance of
the popular mind as to the causes that compel an ad-
herence to the fundamental principle, that the practice
of medicine has a basis as broad and liberal as science
itself, and therefore it cannot be limited in its universal
scope by any system based upon an exclusive dogma,
and depending for its success upon the charm of a

"distinctive appellation."
We might explain to all such critics, and without

any compromise of professional dignity or of self-
respect, that, from the very nature of things, these
exclusive practitioners are the victims of their own

environment; that, by the narrowing process of their
own theory, they shut themselves outside the generous
fellowship of liberal thinking, and take refuge within
the walls that they have built. Is this the way that
"star-eyed science" conducts her votaries? Is she ex-
clusive ? Has she secrets locked up and hidden from
the search of universal investigation ? Is it not time
that the epithets " regular," " old school," " allopath,"
popular nicknames coined by the opposers of science,
were discarded from our vocabulary and ignored for-
ever? We desire no other title than the simple,
homely name of physician, a term broad enough to
embrace all that is desirable or possible in the art of
healing; that recognizes every hint or suggestion of a

liberal or intelligent experience ; that receives into its
vocabulary the nomenclature of the honest, patient in-
vestigator, aud accepts new theories, even at the sacri-
fice of those long cherished, but no longer practical,
methods of the past.
Not long since a member of this Society was enter-

taining a company of clergymen around his hospitable
board, when the conversation turned upon that phase
of our ethics relating to the discipline of certain mem-
bers. " Why is it," said a leading divine to his host
on this occasion, " that your Society pursues such a

severe and illiberal course toward members who differ
from you in methods of practice ? " The genial doctor
explained that the course pursued was based upon the
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same principle as that which governs all social com-

pacts. "What would you do with a member of your
religious body who denied the fundamental elements
of your doctrinal statement, who assumed another and
distinctive title based upon a speculation ? and more
than all that, who assisted in organizing and supporting
a system whose principles were in direct opposition to
those held vital to your existence ? " " Do with him ? "
said the good minister, with commendable zeal, " We 'd
have him disciplined, and if he didn't repent and re-
cant we'd cut him off!" "That is somewhat like our

position," was the quiet and convincing reply.
A gentleman of my acquaintance, in high position

in the legal profession, whose sick daughter was at-
tended by a homoeopathic physician, was highly incensed
when a member of this Society declined a consultation.
The judge, who could adjust a knotty point of law,
failed to discern the ethical relations of this case, and
the only difference that he could see between the two
practitioners was that one was far more liberal and
elastic iu his practical methods than his conservative
neighbor. He subsequently learned, however, that the
cause of refusal was not based upon any narrow or
selfish grouud, that it did not depend upou the admin-
istration of large doses or small doses, nor upon the
belief in any particular dogma. The fault was in the
assumption of a title and the formation of an organiza-
tion " distinct from, and opposed to, the medical pro-
fession."
Why not distinctly emphasize the statement, so that

he that runs may read and understand, that the med-
ical profession has no limitations except such as are
made by science itself; that anywhere and everywhere
a welcome is extended to all who comply with the
benign and rational conditions of membership; that a
profession based upon bigotry, narrowness, or illiber-
ality cannot exist under the searching light of the
nineteenth century?
Prof. Austin Flint, in his admirable digest of the

Medical Ethics of the American Medical Association,
uses the following language upon this important topic:
" The true grouud for refusing fellowship in consulta-
tions, as in other respects, is a name and an organiza-
tion distinct from, and opposed to, the medical profes-
sion. Whenever practitioners assume a distinctive
appellation, thereby assuming to represent an essen-

tially distinct system of practice, taking an attitude of
antagonism to the ' regular ' profession, seeking popu-
lar favor on the grouud that they belong to a 'new
school,' based on truth aud productive of good, whereas
the 'regular' profession belongs to an 'old school,'
based on error and productive of harm, bow can there
be fellowship either in consultations or in other re-

spects ? If they who thus assume an attitude of antag-
onism to the medical profession conscientiously hold to
the distinctive tenets which, as they profess, are the
ground for their antagonism, how can tliey consistently
desire to meet members of the latter in consultation,
and, with opposing views of therapeutics, how could
such cousultations accomplish ' the sole object iu view,'
namely, 'the good of the patient?'" And he adds
these terse words, which possess a significant meauing:
"If, as is asserted, homoeopathy has practically been
abandoned by most of those who practice under this
name, or so modified that the modes of treatment in
cases of disease are not essentially different from those
of the ' regular ' profession, why retain the separate
organization and the name, which imply to the public

a radical therapeutic distinction ? If the assertion be
true, the name and the organization being retained,
professional fellowship is rendered thereby immoral on
the ground of complicity in a fraud upon the public."1

(To be concluded.)

Original Articles.
THE PLASTER

-

POSTERIOR SPLINT IN THE
TREATMENT OF FRACTURES OF THE LEG.2

BY GEORGE W. GAY, M. D., OF BOSTON.

The ideal dressing for a broken leg must be simple,
comfortable, cheap, readily obtained, easily applied and
removed, and must allow a frequent inspection of the
limb without disturbing the patient. It must be appli-
cable to all cases ; capable of correcting any and all
deformities, and of retaining the fragments in the de-
sired position for an indefinite length of time ; not
liable to produce abrasions or other mischief ; aud once

properly adjusted it should require little attention dur-
ing the progress of the case.

Such an appliance has never, to my knowledge, been
brought to the notice of the profession, but the one
that seems to combine more of the desirable qualities
than any other is the plaster-posterior splint, which has
now been in constant use at the City Hospital for sev-
eral years, aud which has become a standard method of
treatment in that institution.
The splint is made of sheet wadding, a coarse muslin

or crinoline, and plaster of Paris. It may be applied as
follows : The leg is washed and dried and enveloped in
the cotton, which has been torn into strips about four
inches wide, sewn together, and made into rolls like an

ordinary bandage. Enough should be used to protect
the bony processes and teudo-Achillis from pressure.
A single layer of the gauze large enough to extend

from the toes to above the knee is to be placed be-
neath the limb, closely wrapped about it, and cut so as
to completely surround it, with the exception of a

space about an inch wide on the anterior aspect.
This piece serves as a pattern by which the other lay-
ers, six or eight in all, are to be made. The musliu is
to be slashed on each side opposite the point of the
heel to allow the foot-piece to be brought to a right
angle without forming clumsy folds. Other slashes
may be required to make the dressing fit snugly aud
smoothly, and to preveut wrinkles.

Fresh plaster of Paris mixed with warm water to
the consistency of cream is now to be thoroughly rubbed
into each layer of the gauze, and the whole applied to
the limb at once, moulded closely and carefully to it,
and firmly secured with a common bandage. The frag-
ments are to be held in their proper place until the
splint has become sufficiently firm to prevent displace-
ment, which with good plaster is not over fifteen or

twenty minutes. In some cases this object may be ac-

complished by means of sand bags or pillows. In a few
hours the outer bandage may be removed, the cotton
wadding cut open with scissors, and the appliance is
complete, and may be worn with comfort for several
weeks.
A certain amount of judgment and tact is required to

use this dressing satisfactorily, but no more than is
1 Medical Ethics and Etiouette, page 47.
2 Read before the Massachusetts Medical Society, June 10, 1884,

and recommended for publication by the Society.
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